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TIH PROGRAM OFFICE FAILURE ANALYSIS FOR PEtlETRATlOfiS
1-IOD IFI ED DURING THE RECOVERY PERIOD 111 SUPPORT
OF 10 CFR so, APPENDIX A, CRITERIA 2, Su, AiiO 51 EXEHPTlQrlS

INTRODUCTION AND ASSUMPTIONS
Calculations were performed to estimate the offsitc dose consequences of
-..1rious aceident scenarios invol vi ng breach of non-seismic contai rrnent pene
trations. The scenarios were selected to be representative of the types and
conditions Which could occur at THl-2 during defuelfng activities. The
scenarios were chosen to be at the severe end of the spectrum, i.e., minor
fires and cracks in the penetrations were not considered.
A limited number of representative isotopes and critical organs were used to
simplify calculations. This simplification will set limiting conditions and
account for greater than 90: of the dose. A more complete source tern which
will account for greater than 98� of the offsfte dose is being sent to RAB
for dose assessment. Dose conversion factors are from Regulatory Guide (RG)
1.109 except for transuranics. Since RG 1.109 does not list values for Pu
and Am, NUREG/CR-1972 was used for these isotopes. Previously published
(by NRC) values for short tern (accident) atmospheric dispersion <�ere used.

ln general the results are ratioable, i.e., one may double the fraction assumed
to go airborne and it will double the dose. There are exceptions to this.
Lengthening the duration of the events beyond two hours will not increase
exposures in direct proportion due to neteorological sector averaging beyond
tw� hours. Increasing the reactor coolant systen leak will not increase
doses in a linear fashion in that a stre�� of water does not produce droplets as efficiently as a spraying leak. The assumptions used regarding
release fractions are conservative, probably by more than one order of
r.1agnitude. A list of references is provided following the last scenario.
Additional release fraction models and experinental data fron BattellePad fie florthwest Laboratories was ut11ized.
0�1 llAtiT FACTORS
Several factors dominate the offsite dose consequences at the fol lowi n g
accident scenarios. Conpared to scenarios for an operating reactor the
isotopic nix is snaller and di fferent. In -1n operating reactor, volatiles
(iodine) and noble gases are the pri�ry dose contributors. They are
essentially absent at TMl-2. The particulates which d�inate dose
calculations at THI-2 have a tendency to settle �ich iodines and no�le
gases don't. They are essentially absent at nn-2. In an operating
plant one can usually gen�rate peak contai�nt pressures of 50-60 os19
to provide a driving force to propel the 1sotopes out of conta1��ent.
At TIH-2 this force is largely absent.
HEPA fflter'i are ef fective H
renoving particulates, even when assuned to operate at one thirtieth
their design efficiency. One �ust assune nuch lower decontanination
factors for iodine and one for noble Jascs.

-2Plutonium 239, and other transuranics become the limiting isotopes due to
the fact
. that their dose conversion factors are orders of magnitude higher
than the fission products considered. The actual curie releases are some
what smaller. In operating reactors plutonium contributes relatively little
offsite dose due to physical characteristics (i.e., solid) and the relative
abundance of other isotopes. The whole body doses listed for Pu-239 and
transuranics are actually organ doses which are "equivalent whole body
doses."
The dose consequences only consider the initial releases. The scenarios
considered would cause continual releases; ho.wever, after the first hour
or two (which were factored in) the rates drop by orders of magnitude.
The licensee has several methods available to terminate the release,
during the initial period it was assumed that these actions are not
taken. These actions include plugging the penetration and/or starting
a train of RB puf'9e to put the building under negative pressure and
provide a filtered releases path. Host of the scenarios including
the liniting scenario are self-extinguishing. Any long-term releases
were considered improbable and small, and therefore were neglected.
SCEriARIO I - FIRE AND PENETRATION FAILURE
In this scenario a seismic event fails various penetrations and also knocks
over a teMporary lighting device which starts a fire in the reactor building.
Several fires were considered including contaminated surfaces (i.e., cable
trays), a fire in the "0" ring sup ported by reactor coolant pump lubricating
oil and a fire in the radioactive materials storage area. The fire in the
radioactive materials storage area produced the highest dose consequences.
The stroage area is assumed to contain a variety of materials including
tools, equipment (i.e., TV cameras. hoses, etc.). The materials would be
enclosed in polyethylene (PE) or oolyvinyl chloride (PVC) wraps or bags.
A total of a Ci of Cs-137 and 4 Ci of Sr-90 is assumed in the storage area.
This nUI'lber is somewhat conservative in that p�rsonnel exposure consider
ations would preclude accumulatil)n of that r.tUCh activity in one location.
The isotooic distribution is representative of the average expected over the
defueling. ConservatisM in the total curie content covers the expected
shift frcn low initial Sr fractions to perhaps more than so.; as defueling
activities progress.
The PE, PVC, rags, paper and other wiping and wrapoinq naterials are assuMe1
to contain 10� of the total activity. The release fraction due to the fire
is 5 E-2 for these naterials. The rer,ainder of the activity is on tools .\nd
components. The release fraction for these '1dterials is 1 E-2.
The total a1rbor'ne dctivity generated in tne reactor !:luil1ing by the fire is:
(0.8 Ci x .05)
(O.J Ci "( .05)

++

(7.2 Ci
(3.6 Ci

x
x

.01)
.01)

=

=

.112 Ci Cs-13:'
.056 Ci Sr-90

-3During the event the fire creates a 2 PSI RB overpressure (16.7 psia),
contaminated air escapes through open penetrations until equilibrium is
reached with outside air. This release represe.nts 12i {2-:- 16.7) of the
containment air or 240, 000 cubic feet.
If a penetration in the vicinity of the fire (i.e., 561 or 565) failed,
essentially all of the airborne activity could escape in the 240, 000 cubic
feet.
If the penetration, which fails is remote from the fire location, the rnaxinum
fraction of airborne activity leaving the RB would approximate 12� due to
mixing by the RB recirculation system.
Assuming that penetration 561, 565, or both fail, if the auxiliary building
ventilation system is operating it will remove 99: of the activity (accident
asst.mptions for 99.97� efficient HEPA filters). If the ventilation syst� is
not operating, 90� of the activit�· will fall out in the auxiliary building
{a large dead air volume) and 10� will exfiltrate from the buildin�. The
worst case is with the ventilation inoperable and results in the release of
11 mCi of Cs-137 and 6 mCi of Sr-90.
If penetration 401 fails (remote from radioactive material storage area) 12�
of the airborne activity (13 mCi of Cs-137 and 7 mCi of Sr-90) could be
transferred to the basement of the service building. No fallout was assumed
since this would not be a large dead air space. The 13 mCi of Cs and 7 mCi
of Sr are assumed to be released directly to the environment. This represents
the limiting case since a combination of failed penetrations would lower the
activity escaping through penetration 401.
Dose calculations:
The astivity is all released within a 2 hour period (X/Q
6.8 E-4
3
sec/n ). An adult at the ex clusion boundary breathes at 1.2 m /hr.
=

For Cs-137
3
3
(1 hr/3600 sec) (1.2 1"1 /hr) 6.8 E-4 sectm ) (0.0065 Ci/hr) (2
(1 £12 pCi/Ci) (5.35 E-5 nren/pCi)
.16 nr� whole boay dose

hr)

=

3

(1 hr/3600 sec) (1.2 rn3thr) {6.8 E-� sec/rn ) (0.0065 Ci/hr) (2 hr)
(1 E12 pCi/Ci) (5.98 ::-5 mrem/pCi) ,. .13 mrC'Il bone jose
For Sr-90
3

3

(1 nr/3600 sec) (1.2 ., /hr) (6.8 E-J sectn ) (0.0035 Ci/hr) (2 'lr)
( 1 E12 pCi/Ci) (7.62 E-� nrem/pCi) 1.21 nr� whole body dose
=

3
/ hr) (6.8 E-4 sec/rra ) {rJ.0035 Ci/nr) (2 'lr)
(1 E12 pCi/Ci) (.124 E-2 �ren/pCi): 19.7 nr� bone dose

(1 hr/3600 sec) (1.2

3

,.,

-4In Scenario I all the airborne activity from the reactor building escaped
to the auxiliary building. Therefore, change in the number and siza of the
penetrations can't increase the potential release.
SCENARIO II - LEAKS AND SPILLS
In this scenario a seismic event causes the failure of penetration(s) and a
leak in the reactor coolant system (RCS) or an RCS cleanup system. At the
time of the leak the RCS activity concentrations are assumed to be eletated
due to defueling activities. The following concentrations are assumed 15
uCi/ml Cs-137, 7.5 uCi/ml Sr-90, l.uCi/rnl Ce-144, and 5 E-8 uCi/ml Pu-239.
In the leak of the processing system the leak is assumed to be at the pump
outlet prior to demineralizers. The leak rate is 25 gpm and the syst� is
turned off (isolating the leak} after 1 hr. The fraction bec0111ing airborne
3
due to spraying, splashinq, and free fall is 10- • The resulting airborne
activity is (25 gal/min) �60 min) (3785 ml/gal} (.001) (activity cone Ci/ml}.
The results are .085 Ci Cs-137, .042 Ci Sr-90, .005 Ci Ce-144, and 2.8 E-10 Ci
Pu-239.
If the leak occurs in the RCS it would be unpressurized (other than static
head). The leak is assumed to continue until the water drains to the level
of the reactor vessel nozzles the total volume is assu�ed to be 20,000 gallons.
Due to the lar9! volume and lack of pressurization the fraction bec0111ing
airborne is 10
For this case .11 Ci Cs-137, .056 Ci Sr-90, .008 Ci
Ce-144 and 3.7 E-10 Ci of Pu-239 become airborne. Assuming simultaneous
failure of several penetrations air could be drawn into the reactor
building through penetration 401 and out penetrations 561 and 565 by the
auxiliary building (AB) and fuel handling building (FHB) exhaust fans.
If the highly contaninated air remained below the RB 347 ft. elevation,
total airflow through the penetrations would not become a limiting factor.
The air would pass through HEPA filters (accident OF of 100) and 1: of the
activity would be discharged through the vent stack.
•

A single failure of penetration 401 coupled si�ultaneously with the passage
of a 1 psig low pressure front could result in a direct rP.lcase pathway.
This would result in the release of 6.8� of the containnent air prior to
reaching pressure equilibrium. Due to the location of penetration 6 '1 in
the lower portion of the RB it is assumed that 20� of the activity 1s
entrained in the air {6.e� RB volume) which is released.

The rasultant offsite doses {assuning short tem release) are gh·cn by
(1 hr/3600 sec) 1.2 n-3/hr) (6.8 E-4 sec/m-3) (1 E12 pCi/Ci) (Ci released)
(dose conversion factor nrel'l/pCi)
mrem.
"

·

-5(2.27 E5) (Ci) (O:F)
For Cs-137

( 2.27
( 2.27

E5) (0. 2 2 Ci )
E5) ( 0.22 Ci }

=

mrem

(5.35
( 5.98

E-5 mrem/pCI)
0.27 mrem whole body dose
E-5)
.30 mrem bone dose
•

•

For Sr-90
(2.27 E5) (.011 Ci) (7.62 E-4 mrem/pCi)
(2.27 E5) (.011 Ci) (1.24 E-2 mrem/pCi)

•

=

1.9 mrem whole body
31 mrem bone dose

For Ce-144
(2.27 E5) (0.0016) (2.3 E-5)
(2.27 E5) (0.0016) (4.29 E-4)

=

.01 mrem whole body
.16 bone dose

•

For Pu-239
(2.27 E5) (7.4 E-11) (.514 mrern/pCi)
(2.27 E5) (7.4 E-ll) (9.139 mren/pCi)

•

•

9 E-6 mrem4 whole body equivalent
mrem bone surface dose
1.5 x 10

The sum of other transuranics which could potentially cause significant dose
contributions is 84: of the Pu-239 dose. This Is based upon their ratios in
the fuel and the ratios of dose conversion factors. These isotopes are
Pu-238, Pu-240, Pu-241 and Am-241.
In Scenario II the assumptions for penetration 401 assumed 20: of the
reactor building airborne escaped to the environment. The worst case for
MUltiple failures on any size in the auxiliary and fuel handling buildings
would be 10%. Therefore, they cannot become limiting in this scenario.
SCEtiARIO 111 - DROPS OF CAIIISTERS
The licensee's RCS cleanup and defueling methodologies have not been finalized.
The RCS cleanup systern will probably be located outside the RB; howev�r. it is
Included inside since this is a potential alternative. A limit of 800 �g of
fuel a�:l rubble is assumed for fuel transfer canisters.
The limiting activity in RCS cleanup canisters is placed at J2,500 Ci Cs-137,
21,000 Ci Sr-90, 100 Ci Ce-144 and Pu-239 5 Ct. Cs and Sr would be limited by
water throughout (media depletion); Ce and Pu wou lg be limited by solids
is assumed to bec()'le
accu111ulation (plugging). In the C3nister drop 10
airborne resulting in an airborne source in the RB of 4.25 Ci Cs-137, 2.1 Ci
Sr-90, 0.01 Ci Ce-144 and .0005 Ci Pu-239.
The canister drop would occur on the upper elevations, 10� of the activity is
assumed to pass out penetration 401 (in the baser.1ent) due to ston1 front
passage. This results in a release to the environment of .425 Ci Cs-137,
.21 Cl Sr-90, .001 Ci Ce-144 and 5 E-5 Ci Pu-239.

-6Resulting offsite doses are:

Cs-137
Sr-90
Ce-144
Pu-239
Other TRU

\lhole Body
{mrem)

Bone {Bone Surface)
·
{mrem)

5.10
36.02
.01
58.50 equiv.
49.00 equiv.
1� equivalent

5.70
591 .00
0.01
103.00
87.00
7� equivalent

With a limit of 800 kg of fuel in· a canister, the activity per canister would
-4
be 4350 Ci Cs-137, 5650 Ci Sr-90, 1570 Ci Ce-144, and 83 Ci Pu-239. With 10
airborne in the fuel canister drop accident the airborne source becomes .435
Ci Cs-137, .565 Ci Sr-90, .157 Ci Ce-144, and .0083 Ci Pu-239.
This canister drop would also occur in the upper elevations of the RB 1-1ith
10% of the airborne activity escaping through penetration 401. The release
to the environment becomes .0435 Ci Cs-137, .0565 Ci Sr-90, .0157 Ci Ce-144,
and .00083 Ci Pu-239.
Resulting offsite doses are:
Whole Body
{mrem)
Cs-137
Sr-90
Ce-144
Pu-239
Other TRU

.so
10.00
0.10
97.00 equiv.
81 .00 equiv.
189ili"refll

Bone {Bone Surface)
(mrem)
0.60
160.00
0.20
1718.00
1443.00
31 61 Mrem (312 Rem)

In Scenario III 10% of the reactor building airborne passed out penetration
401 this is greater than the upper limit for a series of large penetration
failures on the auxiliary and fuel handling building.
SCENARIO IV - PYROPHORIC EVENT ArW PENETRATION FAILURE
In this scenario the seismic event simultaneously falls penetration 401 and
Many of the incore instrument guide tubes. Core rubble spills out into the
reactor vessel cavity, the rubble is assumed to contain finely divided
zirconium. The moist zirconium undergoes a pyrophoric reaction �men expostd
to air. The total quantity of rubble is assuned to be 1000 Kg including
100 Kg of finely divided zircalloy (prc1ominantly zirconium). The fuel which
is mixed with the zircal loy is already in an oxide fonn and will not react.
However, due to the zirconium reaction, it is assumed that 10-4 of the fuel
will become airborne particulates.

-7The re1ease to the RB atmosphere is 0.5 Ci Cs-137, 0.6 5 Ci Sr-90, 0.18 Ci
Ce-144 and 0.009 1 Ci Pu-239. The following release mechanism is assumed>
half is captured by the water from the leak and deposition due to the high
density of the particles and that 20' of that remaining airborne escapes
through the open penetration.
Resulting offsite doses are:
Whole Body
(mrem)
0.6
11
0.1
113 equiv.
95 equh.
220 l'lrem

Cs-137
Sr-90
Ce-144
Pu-239
Other TRU

Bone (Bone Surface)
(mrem)
0.7
186
0.2
2002 equiv.
1682 equiv.
3871 mrcm (3.9 Ren)

In Scenario IV 20: of the activity building airborne passed out penetration
401 which exceeds the limiting case for multiple large breaks in the auxiliary
and fuel hand1ing bui1ding penetrations.
CONCLUSIONS AND REC()I�1Et:OATIONS
The results of the scenarios show the worst case offsite dose commi�ents
exceeding, but within a factor of 10 of 10 CFR · 20 li�its. The dose to the
most exposed organ is well within (i.e., less than 20�) tne exposure guide
llnes fOr Wt.ole bOdy dose in 10 CFR 100 (using ICRP 30 methodology). The
equivalent Whole body dose is on the order of 10 CFR 20 annual limits.
The dose commitnents are all less than those for which evacuation would
be recommended per NUREG-0654.
In general, if the auxiliary and fuel handling building ventilation systems
are operating, the activity released ��uld be less than 1�. If the ventilation
is down the lack of driving head and building plateout will each limit releases
to 10�. In aggregate they would 1imit releases to <S'L
This analysis is valid for up to 20 n
fuel handl 'ng buildings.

2

of penetrations in the auxiliary or
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